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Abstract. By use of mainly the exact diagonalization and the level spectroscopy method, we
investigate the ground-state phase diagrams of the S = 1/2 distorted diamond type quantum
spin chain with the monomer-monomer interactions and/or ferromagnetic interactions for the
zero magnetic field case, as well as the M = Ms/3 case and the M = (2/3)Ms case, where
M is the total magnetization and Ms is the saturation magnetization. The magnetization
plateau at M = Ms/3 vanishes in the region where the ferromagnetic interaction is rather
strong. The monomer-monomer interaction remarkably stabilizes the magnetization plateau at
M = (2/3)Ms.
1. Introduction
In recent years, the frustration effects on low-dimensional quantum spin systems have been
attracting increasing attention. The S = 1/2 distorted diamond type quantum spin chain [1],
sketched in Fig.1. is known as an interesting model due to the frustration, the quantum nature
of spins, the low dimensionality and the trimer nature. The Hamiltonian for this model is
described by
H = J1
∑
j
(S3j−1 · S3j + S3j · S3j+1) + J2
∑
j
S3j+1 · S3j+2
+ J3
∑
j
(S3j−2 · S3j + S3j · S3j+2) + Jm
∑
j
S3j · S3(j+1) −H
∑
j
Szj (1)
where Si = (S
x
i , S
y
i , S
z
i ) is the spin-1/2 operator at the ith site, and H denotes the magnetic
filed along the z direction. Hereafter we often use the normalized coupling constants J˜i ≡ Ji/J1
for i = 1, 2, 3,m. In the original version of this model [1], it was supposed that all of J1, J2 and
J3 are antiferromagnetic and Jm = 0.
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J3
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3j−1
3j+1
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Figure 1. The distorted diamond type quantum spin chain. Open circles denote S = 1/2 spins,
and various types of lines the interactions between spins.
Okamoto et al. [1–3], and Honecker and La¨uchli [4] discussed the ground-state properties
for the above case. The ground-state phase diagrams for the zero magnetic field case, the
M =Ms/3 case and the M = (2/3)Ms case were obtained by Okamoto et al. [1–3], where M is
the magnetization defined byM ≡
∑
j S
z
i which commutes with the total Hamiltonian H, andMs
is the saturation magnetization. The zero magnetic field phase diagram consists of three phases,
the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) phase, the dimerized phase and the ferrimagnetic phase.
For the Ms/3 case, the magnetization plateau always exist except for the plateau mechanism
changing line. The (2/3)Ms magnetization plateau exists in a narrow region.
After the above pioneering works, Kikuchi el al. (including present three authors) [5, 6]
reported that the magnetic properties of natural mineral azurite Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2 can be well
described by the original distorted diamond type chain mode, and estimated J1 : J2 : J3 = 1 :
1.25 : 0.45. Gu and Su [7,8] stated that the double peak behavior of the susceptibility χ(T ) can
be well fitted by the parameter set J1 : J2 : J3z = 1 : 1.9 : −0.3 and J3x/J3z = J3y/J3z = 1.7.
Namely, Gu and Su claimed that the coupling J3 is ferromagnetic and rather anisotropic, while
other couplings are antiferromagnetic and isotropic. We did not agree their parameter set [9]
because the angles of the Cu−O− Cu super exchange paths of J1 and J3 are very similar to
each other (113.7◦ and 113.5◦, respectively), which means that J1 and J3 cannot differ in sign.
After the papers of Gu and Su, some papers [10,11] support J3 > 0 (antiferromagnetic) whereas
others [12,13] J3 < 0 (ferromagnetic).
This controversy was resolved by Jeschke et al. [14] who pointed out the importance of the
monomer-monomer interaction Jm by the first-principle calculation. They showed that the
magnetization curve M(H) and the susceptibility χ(T ) can be well fitted by J1 : J2 : J3 : Jm =
1 : 2.13 : 0.45 : 0.30. Honecker et al. [15] showed that the inelastic neutron scattering result [13]
was well explained by the above parameter set including Jm. However, the phase diagrams in
the presence of Jm have not been discussed until now.
Very recently, experimental results on new distorted diamond type chain materials have
been reported, which are summarized in Table 1. In some cases the existences of Jm and
ferromagnetic interactions are expected. The nonexistence of the Ms/3 plateau in (d) is also
important, because the unit cell of the present model consists of three S = 1/2 spins, which
often brings about the Ms/3 plateau by the condition of Oshikawa, Yamanaka and Affleck [27].
As already stated, we [1–3] obtained the phase diagrams of the present model for J1, J2, J3 ≥ 0
(antiferromagnetic) and Jm = 0 case. Considering the above situations, the phase diagrams
with Jm and/or ferromagnetic interactions are urgently necessary.
In this paper, we investigate the phase diagram of the present model with Jm and/or
ferromagnetic interactions by use of the exact diagonalization (ED) and the level spectroscopy
(LS) method [23–26]. The phase diagrams are presented in §2, and the discussion is given in §3.
Table 1. Summary of experimental results on azurite (a) and new distorted diamond type chain
materials (b)-(g). The materials for (c) is α− [Cu3(OH)2(CH3CO2)2(H2O)4](C6H5SO3)2 and
that for (f) is [Cu3(OH)2(CH3CO2)2(OH)2(H2O)2](2, 6 −Np) where Np is C10H8(SO3)2. In (b)
“A” denotes adipic acid HOOC(CH2)4COOH. In (g), the combinations of “A” and “M” are
[A,M] = [K,Ga], [Rb,Al], [Rb,Ga], [Cs,Al] and [Cs,Ga]. All of these materials except for (f)
show gapless excitation behaviors at low temperatures, which strongly suggests the TLL ground
state. The spin gap behavior was found in (f), which seems to be due to the dimerization
(namely, the fact that the unit cell consists of six S = 1/2 spins) coming from the crystal
structure.
ref. material(s) Jm
ferromagnetic
interactions
Ms/3
plateau
(2/3)Ms
plateau
(a) [5, 6] Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2 yes no yes (wide) no
(b) [16,17] Cu3(A)2(OH)2(H2O)4 ? maybe yes (narrow) no
(c) [18] see caption ? maybe ? ?
(d) [19,20] K3Cu3AlO2(SO4)4 maybe no no ?
(e) [21] Cu3(CrO4)2(OH)2(C5H5N)2 ? maybe yes (wide) ?
(f) [22] see caption ? maybe ? ?
(g) [20] A3Cu3MO2(SO4)4 maybe no ? ?
2. Ground-state phase diagram
To determine the phase diagrams, we numerically performed the ED for finite systems up to 30
spins by use of the Lanczo¨s algorithm under the periodic and twisted boundary conditions.
2.1. zero magnetic field case
It is very easy to distinguish the ferromagnetic ground-state (M = Ms) and the ferrimagnetic
ground-state state (M =Ms/3) from theM = 0 ground-state. It is expected that there are two
phases, the TLL phase and the dimerized phase, for theM = 0 case. The former has the gapless
excitation and the latter the gapped excitation. The phase boundary between these two phases
is of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) type, which is rather difficult to numerically
detect from the ED data. We use the LS method [23,24] which is a very powerful tool to detect
the BKT transition point from the ED data. The details of the LS method for the present case
are fully explained in [1].
Figure 2 shows the phase diagrams with J˜m = 0 and J˜m = 0.3 at zero magnetic field. The
shape of the phase diagram with J˜m = 0.3 was slightly modified from that with J˜m = 0.0.
2.2. M =Ms/3 case
The detailed explanations of the LS method for theM =Ms/3 case were given in [3]. The phase
diagrams for the M =Ms/3 case with J˜m = 0.0 and J˜m = 0.3, as well as the spin configurations
of the plateau states, are given in Fig.2. The appearance of the no Ms/3 plateau region in the
lower-left part should be noticed. The addition of J˜m = 0.3 slightly modifies the whole shape of
the phase diagram.
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Figure 2. The left and center panels are the ground-state phase diagrams for the zero magnetic
field case with J˜m = 0.0 and J˜m = 0.3, respectively. The TLL-dimer boundary (◦ ) is of the
BKT type, while other boundaries (⊓⊔ and • ) are of the first order. The right panel shows the
spin configurations for (a) the ferrimagnetic state and (b) the dimerized state, where ellipses
denote the singlet pairs. The dimerized state is doubly degenerate.
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Figure 3. The left and center panels are the ground-state phase diagrams for the M = Ms/3
case with J˜m = 0.0 and J˜m = 0.3, respectively. The boundary (⊓⊔) between the ferromagnetic
phase and the no Ms/3 plateau phase is of the first order, and that ( ) between the Ms/3
plateau phase to the no Ms/3 plateau phase is of the BKT type. The plateau mechanism
changing line (×) is of the Gaussian type. The right panel shows the spin configurations for (a)
the type A plateau and (b) the type B plateau, where ellipses denote the singlet pairs. The spin
configuration of the type A plateau is the same as that of the ferrimagnetic state under zero
magnetic field in the right panel of Fig.2.
2.3. M = (2/3)Ms case
Since the unit cell of the present model consists of three S = 1/2 spins, the M = (2/3)Ms
magnetization plateau is expected associated with spontaneous symmetry breaking of the
translational invariance [27]. The LS method for the M = (2/3)Ms case was explained in [3].
Figure 4 shows the phase diagrams for the M = (2/3)Ms case with J˜m = 0.0, Jm = 0.1 and
J˜m = 0.3. We can see that the addition of J˜m drastically extends the plateau region towards
the upper left direction.
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Figure 4. Ground-state phase diagrams for the M = (2/3)Ms case with J˜m = 0.0 (left),
J˜m = 0.1 (center) and J˜m = 0.3 (right). The boundaries (♦) between the plateau phase and the
no plateau phase are of the BKT type.
Figure 5. The spin configurations of the M = (2/3)Ms plateau states. These states are doubly
degenerate because the translational invariance is spontaneously broken.
3. Discussion
We have numerically obtained the phase diagrams of the S = 1/2 distorted diamond
type quantum spin chain with the monomer-monomer interactions and/or the ferromagnetic
interactions. The remarkable nature of the phase diagrams for the M = Ms/3 case is the
existence of the no M = Ms/3 plateau region in the lower-left part. Since the unit cell
of the present model consists of three S = 1/2 spins, the appearance of the M = Ms/3
magnetization plateau is naturally expected [27]. However, strong quantum fluctuation can
destroy this kind of magnetization plateau. In fact, in the S = 1/2 ferromagnetic-ferromagnetic-
antiferromagnetic (F-F-AF) trimerized chain [28], theM =Ms/3 magnetization plateau vanishes
for |JF/JAF| > 15.4 [29], where JF and JAF are the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling
constants, respectively. The relation between the present model and the F-F-AF trimerized chain
will be discussed elsewhere.
As stated in (d) of Table 1, the M =Ms/3 plateau does not exist in the magnetization curve
of K3Cu3AlO2(SO4)4. It seems to be difficult to explain this fact from Fig.3, because the no
M =Ms/3 plateau region appears when J3 is strongly ferromagnetic.
The effect of J3 on the M = (2/3)Ms magnetization plateau is drastic, as can be seen from
Fig.4. It is easy to see that the antiferromagnetic Jm stabilizes the M = (2/3)Ms magnetization
plateau from the spin configuration of Fig.5. In fact, the first order perturbation theory with
respect to J˜2, J˜3 and J˜m around the point J˜2 = J˜3 = J˜m leads to the plateau condition
5
32
J˜2 +
1
4
J˜m < J˜3 <
7
16
J˜2 +
5
2
J˜m (2)
where the lhs and rhs give the lower right and upper left boundaries, respectively. The coefficient
of J˜m in the rhs is ten times as large as that in the lhs, which semi-quantitatively explains the
fact that the plateau region strongly extends towards the upper left direction as J˜m increases.
We have numerically calculated the magnetization curve by the ED at several points on the
phase diagrams. All of their behaviors are consistent with the phase diagrams obtained by the
LS method. The details of the magnetization process will be published elsewhere.
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